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A Job, A Career
Or A Vocation?
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My Work can be a job, it can be a career or it can be a vocation.
They all follow different paths of development.
My education, my class and my belief system determine my choice for me.
A Job is a path of personal proficiency.
I am trained to do the tasks that fulfil the purpose of my job.
A job is driven by the need to earn a living.
The need to earn a living wage is caused by the belief that without a job, I
cannot afford to live.
Jobs are carried out by ‘blue-collar’ workers.
I am programmed to earn a living.
I deserve a good living when I can hold down a good job and earn my wages.
A good job is a job for life.
A job for life allows me to work hard until I retire.
Jobs are for the working classes.
It is the duty of the working class to get a job and earn a living.
A Career is a path of professional development.
When I develop in my chosen profession, I have a career.
A career is driven by the need to achieve, the need to be better than & the need
to be acknowledged.
It is the effect of the belief that money makes you wealthy, which gives you the
power to achieve; status gives you the authority to influence others, which make
you better than them; and knowledge give you the ability to be acknowledged as
a powerful authority and a wise person.
A career is followed by ‘white-collar’ workers.
White collar workers go into businesses or professions.
The most knowledgeable profess to be a professional.
The most powerful run their own business,
The highest status comes with the leadership or governance of others.
Professional accomplishment determines authority & status.
Careers are the path of the Middle Classes.
Traditionally, the Upper Class had no need to work and no need of a career.
A Vocation is a calling.
I am called to follow a spiritual path.
A spiritual path is one of personal development.
It is aligned with the vision, mission & purpose for my life-time.

I am called to do what has true value for my Self.
I am first awakened to my calling.
Many are called but few choose to fully awaken.
I follow my vocation with faith in my calling.
I intuitively know that my power comes with my emotional state of being; my
authority comes from the choices that I make; and my physical ability is the
product of my emotional power & my mental authority.
My vocation is not a faith that follows a religious doctrine or dogma, but a
personal faith in my own inner guidance system & intuitive intelligence.
I am intuitively called and I intuitively follow my calling.
Following my path is effortless as my lessons are class-free.
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